Florida Advisory Council on Climate and Energy (FACCE)  
Virtual Meeting Agenda  
Wednesday, June 3, 2020  
10:00am – 12:30pm
Welcome and Roll Call
Kelley Smith Burk, FDACS Office of Energy
Remarks from Florida Commissioner of Agriculture Nicole “Nikki” Fried
Overview of FDACS
Ethics and Sunshine Laws Q&A
Steven Hall, FDACS General Council

FACCE Virtual Meeting Agenda, Wednesday, June 3, 2020
Overview of the Office of Energy
Tony Morgan, FDACS Office of Energy
Functions & Responsibilities

• Legislatively designated state energy policy development office within Florida

• Evaluate energy related studies, analyses, and stakeholder input

• Promote and advocate for the development and use of renewable energy resources, energy efficiency technologies, alternative fuels, and alternative vehicle technologies

• Use available state and federal funds to develop and manage energy efficiency, renewable energy, and energy education programs

• Produce an Annual Energy Report

• Serve as the State clearinghouse for all energy information
Overview of the Florida Energy and Climate Plan
April Groover Combs, FDACS Office of Energy
Facilitated Discussion on the Transportation Sector
Next Steps
Kelley Smith Burk, FDACS Office of Energy
Public Comment
Adjourn Meeting
Kelley Smith Burk, FDACS Office of Energy